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With fluid-concentrate Orotol® plus, you have the ideal solution for

MD 555 cleaner is your special cleaner for suction units and

simultaneous disinfection, deodorisation, cleaning and maintenance of

amalgam separators. It has powerful cleaning forces against deposits,

all suction systems and amalgam separators. Application is done after

scaling and siltation. It is applied 1 to 2 x weekly (e.g. Tuesday and

treatments are complete, at high force 2 x daily (noon and evening).

Thursday), with higher build-up, daily before noon-break.

1. For preliminary treatment: Draw off 2 litres of water

1. For preliminary treatment: Draw off 2 litres of water

2.	Apply the solution in the care system.*

2.	Apply the solution in the care system.*

For a treatment unit: Pour in 20 ml (1 dosing cap),

For a treatment unit: Pour in 50 ml (2.5 dosing caps),

fill to 1 litre with cold water and mix thoroughly

fill to 1 litre with cold water and mix thoroughly

(double the quantities for 2 treatment units)
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(double the quantities for 2 treatment units)

3. Attach suction hoses to the care system and suck up solution

3. Attach suction hoses to the care system and suck up solution

4. Apply another 1 litre and distribute to max. four spittoons

4. Apply another 1 litre and distribute to max. four spittoons

5. Allow to react for at least 1 hour or overnight

5. Allow to react for at least 0.5 to 2 hours (noon-break)

6. After the reaction time /next morning, suck up 2 litres of water

6. After the reaction time, suck up 2 litres of water

* Using a care system with suction hose adaptors to suck an air-solution mixture. Sucking without the respective adapter from the bowl or other container
is not suitable for disinfection and cleaning. We recommend using the OroCup.

